Section 1. Title
   1. ‘Tis the Season Act

Section 2. Statement of Purpose
   1. This bill will provide up to $400 ($125 of which coming from GLC Senator funds, $275 coming from promotions and subscriptions) to cover the costs of Christmas decorations for the four GLC sections, primarily to decorate in and around the kitchens. Residence Life will provide an additional $200 to bring the total funding to $600 ($150 for each section). The purpose is to bring merriment and festivity to residents of (and visitors to) the GLC to increase morale amidst the stress of finals. These decorations will be a one time investment, with the intent for residence life to own the Christmas decorations and utilize them for years to come.

Section 3. Statement of Policy
   1. Up to a total of $400 will be appropriated for the enactment of this bill due to reasons and purposes stated above.

Section 4. Enactment
   1. Upon the approval and passage of this bill, the Westmont College Student Association by means of Business Manager Sarah Chan will be directed to transfer up to the amount of $275 from the “Promotions and Subscriptions” fund and $125 from the GLC Senator fund to GLC residence life staff to cover these costs.